LETSGO is a secure web-based search engine that simultaneously searches many Alabama state databases with one query. This tool was developed to aid law enforcement by providing them with critical information at the roadside – including vehicle, driver, and violation data. It even displays driver license photos to aid in positive identification of apprehended or wanted individuals. Officers with internet connectivity can use LETSGO in their patrol cars.

FEATURES

- LETSGo is an improved version of LETS
- Fourth major version release
- Built-in text to speech engine that produces voice readout of the critical summary information
- Commercial vehicle and carrier data included
- Faster information returns
- Searches approximately 30 databases
- 850 user agencies & over 14,000 individual users
- LETSGo is integrated into MOVE (Mobile Officer Virtual Environment)
- Online Insurance Verification
FEATURES FOR COMMERCIAL VEHICLE ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS

+ Contains commercial vehicle data
+ Contains carrier data so you can get detailed information about carriers and all their associated vehicles
+ Screen shots show the multitude of information that can be returned from a search
+ CVIEW and SAFER are searched
+ IRP, IFTA and SafeStat statuses are displayed, among others

LETSGo is now under the domain of the Alabama Criminal Justice Information Center who directs LETSGo development and enhancements
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